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Abstract
The paper presents experimental results obtained on “Kanal-2” facility. Laser
radiation focusing on the surface of plane magnesium targets created the high
temperature plasma, which emitted x-ray and vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) radiation.
This radiation spectrum was investigated with two spectrographs: the mica crystal
spectrograph (working range 8.2 ÷ 9.6 Ǻ) and the grazing incidence VUV
spectrograph (working rage 30 ÷ 130 Ǻ). A set of beryllium stepwise attenuators
appended the diagnostic complex and allowed us to get an approximated picture of a
continuous spectrum within the range 2.2  6.2 Å. The estimation of the plasma
electron temperature Te from the ratio between the intensity of the dielectronic
satellites and the resonance line gives Te~180 eV. The ratio between the intensity of
the resonance and intercombination lines gives the electron density of the emitting
zone ne ~2 1019 cm-3. Some lines observed within the spectral range of 8.5 9.1 Å
belong to none of the transitions of Mg ions. Perhaps the observed spectrum is
determined by the transitions in so-called hollow ions of Mg, i.e. in the ions with
unfilled inner shells. The spectra obtained with the grazing incidence spectrograph and
with

the

minimum-directioned

discrepancy

iteration

method

of

spectrum

reconstruction from the attenuation curve in the beryllium stepwise attenuators are
also presented.
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1. Introduction
Despite of the fact that a lot of works have been devoted to the study of plasma
X-ray radiation produced at focusing the high-power laser radiation on the solid target
surface, many problems still remain to be unsolved. Such factors as small size of the
studied object (10-1÷10-2 cm), short lifetime (~10-9 s), high temperature (100÷1000 eV)
and density (1019 ÷ 1022 cm-3) put forward strict requirements to the means of such
plasma diagnostics. The study of hard (1÷20Å) and soft (20÷200Å) X-ray radiation
are the most informative means of plasma diagnostics.
If at the stage of formation and heating of plasma produced with the laser
radiation reshapes a quasi-equilibrium charge structure of ions, at the subsequent
stages of retraction it can appear essentially non-equilibrium. Besides the model of a
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) and the corona model (CM) widely using at
calculations, have the restricted areas of feasibility, and both can appear unsuitable for
values of electronic temperature and density having a place in experiment.

2. Experimental
The investigated spectra of plasma radiation from the targets made of different
materials (Be, B, C, Mg, Al, Cu) were created with “Kanal-2” (“Channel-2”)
facility [1]. The facility was constructed and the experiments were done in the
Laboratory of Laser Influence on Matter of P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute of RAS.
The targets were irradiated by the laser with controlled function of mutual coherence.
The laser wavelength was 1.06 μm; pulse duration, 2.5 ns; beam divergence, 1.4·10-3.
The laser pulse energy in this series of experiments varied within the limits of 5÷40 J,
the focusing spot diameter made ~170 μm, and, correspondingly, the flux density was
~(1÷7) ·1013 W/cm2 . In the present paper we consider the X-ray spectra of Mg target.
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The diagnostic complex consisted of two spectrographs and a set of beryllium
step attenuators. A detailed description of the complex was given in [2]. One of the
spectrographs was arranged using a modified Johann scheme similar as described in
[3]. We used a mica crystal with the interplanar spacing 2d=19.84 Å as the working
element. To improve the spectrograph optical efficiency the crystal was arched over
the sphere with the radius of 10 cm. The distance between the target and the crystal
was 52 cm. The X-ray radiation incidence angle was 22º30´ . The spectrum was
registered by means of an “open” one-dimensional CCD (charge coupled device)
TCD1304A, and its output signal was directed to the computer. With account for a
concrete geometry, the spectrograph working range lied within the limits of 8.29.6 Å.
The second spectrograph was the GIS-S spectrograph (Grazing Incidence
Spectrograph-Small) specially made for the experiments with “Kanal-2” facility. The
dispersant in this spectrograph presented a concave grating (600 grooves per mm; the
curvature radius, 1 m; W-Re coating; grazing angle, 4°) . This spectrograph had a
Non-Rowland scheme of spectra registration, where the spectrum was registered in the
plane perpendicular to the diffracted beams. So, the precise focusing takes place just
for one wavelength, which corresponds to the cross point of the registration plane and
the Rowland circle. However, due to the spectrograph small angular aperture, the
beam defocusing in the non-Rowland geometry is small. Thus, the spectrum can be
registered in a rather wide spectral range (±50 Å from the precise focusing point). One
should note that from the shortwave side the registration range is limited by a sharp
drop in the reflection coefficient of λ < 30 Å. The fact that the grating effectively
suppresses the second order diffraction turned to be useful for facilitating correct
measurement of the wavelengths. The measurements of the intensity of the line Ly α
of the ion B V (λ=48.41 Å) in the diffraction first and second orders made in the same
series of experiments have shown that in the diffraction second order the intensity is
~15 times smaller than in the first one. Such a high efficiency of the second order
diffraction suppression allows one to neglect it, and take into account only the
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diffraction first order for the ranges 30÷60 Å and 60÷90 Å. Only for the range higher
than 90 Å one should take into account the third order, and for the range higher than
120 Å – the fourth order (the attenuation coefficients for the third and fourth orders
make ~1.7 of the first order). The spectrograph working range was 30÷130 Å, and the
precise focusing was observed at the wavelength of 80 Å. The spectrum was registered
using one-dimensional CCD (charge coupled device) TCD1304A coated with Р-46
phosphor. The spectral resolution in this scheme of registration was 0.33 Å. The
output signal was directed to the computer.
The diagnostic complex also contained a set of beryllium stepwise attenuators.
The filter thickness varied from 1.8 to 5.0 mm. The obtained dependence of the
coefficient of x-ray radiation attenuation on the filter thickness was treated
numerically by the minimum-directioned discrepancy method [4,5]. This has allowed
one to get an approximated picture of a continuous spectrum within the range
2.2÷6.2 Å.

3. Results
Figure 1A illustrates the spectrum obtained by means of a modified Johann
spectrograph. Observing the spectrum one can see the resonance (w, λ=9.1678 Å) and
intercombination (y, λ=9.2314 Å) lines of He-like Mg XI ion, as well as the
dielectronic satellites (j,k) (we use universally recognized system of line and satellite
notation, see, e.g., [6]). Because of small difference in the wavelengths of the satellites
j and k (λ=9.3213 Å and 9.3182 Å, correspondingly), the lines are not resolved in the
spectrogram. One can estimate the plasma temperature from the ratio between the
sum intensity of the dielectronic satellites (j,k) and the resonance line w. In our case
the plasma temperature was 180 eV. This value should be considered as the space and
time averaged one. It is obvious that there are the regions with higher and lower
temperature. The ratio between the intensity of the resonance and intercombination
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lines (w and y) gives a possibility to find the electron density ne of the emitting zone.
Our estimates give ne ~2·1019 cm-3.
The resonance doublet Ly α of H-like Mg XII ion (λ=8.4174 Å and 8.4228 Å) is
present in the spectrum. Due to a small difference in the wavelength, the mentioned
lines are not resolved as well. Note that the intensities of those lines are significantly
smaller as compared to the intensity of the resonance line w of He-like Mg XI ion, and
this is indicative of the fact that the number of Mg XII ions in the plasma is essentially
smaller than the number of Mg XI ions. Since the ionization potentials of Mg XII and
Mg XI constitute 1963 eV and 1762 eV correspondingly, then the observed effect
seems to be unexpected.
Note that within the spectral range of 8.5÷9.1 Å there are observed the lines,
which belong to none of the transitions of Mg ions (see fig. 1A). In this regard the
paper by I.Yu. Skobelev et al. [7] is of interest. The authors of the mentioned paper
have also observed the spectral lines in the noted range. In the discussed paper, the
plasma was produced by an excimer Xe-Cl laser (the wavelength, 0.308 μm; the
energy, 2 J; pulse duration, 12 ns). The laser flux density was ~4·1012 W/cm2. The
authors assumed that the observed spectrum is determined by the transitions in socalled hollow ions of Mg, i.e. in the ions with unfilled inner shells. The results from
the paper [7] are shown in Figs. 1 B (experiment) and 1 C (calculation). Since the A, B
and C spectra in Fig. 1 are brought to the same scale, one can see that the spectra
slightly correspond to each other.
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Fig. 1. The experimental and theoretical spectra of Mg plasma within the range of
8.2÷9.6 Å:
A – the present paper; B – paper [7], experimental spectrum; C – paper [7],
calculation. The diagrams are brought to the same scale.
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Using the grazing incidence spectrograph GIS-S, we obtained the spectrum for
the range of 30÷80 Å. The spectrum is presented in Fig. 2. The observed lines have
been identified and the results are listed in Table 1. As seen from the above data, the
main contribution into the radiation is made by Mg X and Mg IX lines, i.e. by Li- and
Be-like ions. However, from the above it does not follow that the number of Mg XI
ions is small. The point is that there are present only two lines of Mg XI within the
range of 30÷90Å, which correspond to the transition 1s2s-1s3p, and, according to the
data from [8], the intensity of those lines is more than an order smaller as compared to
the intensity of the resonance and intercombination lines. Since one of the lines (the
brighter one) we have registered, one may conclude that the number of Mg XI ions is
comparable to the number of Mg X and Mg IX ions.
Since the Mg X and Mg IX ions (the ionization potentials 367.5 eV and
328.2 eV, correspondingly), possess the highest intensity registered with the GIS-S
spectrograph, we can come to a conclusion that the electron temperature of plasma
(Te), which makes the greatest contribution into the noted spectral range, lies within
the interval 100÷200 eV. Remember, the electron temperature found from the ratio
between the intensity of dielectronic satellites and the intensity of the resonance line of
Mg XI ion constituted ~180 eV, and this falls within the noted spectral range.
It is of interest to compare the spectra obtained in our experiments on the GIS-S
spectrograph with the results obtained approximately in the same spectral range on the
“Delfin-1” laser facility in [9]. In those experiments, the authors used a targets made
of glass (SiO2). Despite the fact that the laser energy (641 J) was much higher than in
our case, the main input into the radiation was made by the Si XII and Si XI ions, that
is, the lithium- and beryllium-like ions (the ionization potentials of 523.5 eV and 476
eV, respectively).
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Fig. 2. The spectrum of the magnesium plasma obtained on the grazing incidence
spectrograph GIS-S.

One may explain this unexpected effect with a suggestion of a so-called
“freezing” of the ionization degree. The phenomenon was considered in detail in [10].
It had been assumed in that paper that if an expanding plasma is being cooled down
rather slowly, after the laser pulse cessation, then the ionization degree should tend to
a constant nonzero value, at which the recombination should not proceeds to a final
point (the ionization is “freezing”). It seems that the above phenomenon takes place in
both cases (in the experiments described in [9] and in our studies), and we have
observed the radiation of the “freezing” ions approximately at the same stage.
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Table 1.

Interpretation of the spectra shown in Fig.2.

Line
number

λ(Å)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13

14

Ion

Transition

37.644
39.669
42.294
42.363
44.05
47.231
47.31
51.560
51.591
51.654
52.65
57.876
57.92
62.751
63.152
63.295
65.609
65.672
65.847
67.090
67.135
67.239
68.94969.950
71.84171.901
74.274
74.319

MgX
MgX
MgX
MgX
MgX
MgX
MgX
Mg IX
Mg IX
Mg IX
Mg XI
MgX
MgX
Mg IX
MgX
MgX
Mg IX
MgX
MgX
Mg IX
Mg IX
Mg IX

1s22s-1s26p
1s22s-1s25p
1s22p-1s25d
1s22p-1s25d
1s22s-1s24p
1s22p-1s24d
1s22p-1s24d
1s22s2p-1s22s4d
1s22s2p-1s22s4d
1s22s2p-1s22s4d
1s2s-1s3p 1S-1Po
1s22s-1s23p
1s22s-1s23p
1s22s2-1s22s3p
1s22p-1s23d
1s22p-1s23d
1s22s2p-1s22p(3Po)3p
1s22p-1s23s
1s22p-1s23s
2s2p-2s3d 3Po-3D
2s2p-2s3d 3Po-3D
2s2p-2s3d 3Po-3D

Mg IX

2p2-2p(3Po)3d

Mg IX

1s22s2p-1s22s3s

Mg IX
Mg IX

2p2-2p(3Po)3s
2p2-2p(3Po)3s

74.366

Mg IX

2p2-2p(3Po)3s

74.411

Mg IX

2p2-2p(3Po)3s
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To explore a hardest spectral region (~2÷6 Å) we used a stepwise attenuator consisting
of 13 beryllium filters. Thickness of the filters varied within the range of 2.6 to 5.0
mm with a 0.2-mm step. But since a signal magnitude behind a 5mm-thick filter was
smaller than the apparatus sensitivity threshold, actually the greatest thickness of the
filter was 4.8 mm. The attenuation curve in relative units is depicted in Fig.3.

Fig.3. The X-ray radiation attenuation versus thickness of a beryllium absorption
layer.
Before treatment of these data by the minimum-directioned discrepancy
iteration method described in [4] we had performed a preliminary estimation of the
spectral range boundaries, within which the spectrum could be reconstructed by the
attenuation curves.
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We considered the dependence of the ratio of the radiation attenuation
coefficients at the given wavelength for the beryllium filters of 4.8 and 2.6 mm
thickness, as shown in Fig.4. The data for an estimation of the given dependence had
been borrowed from the X-ray spectrum handbook [11]. Since the upper limit in the
number of X-ray ions is not higher than ~1017 , the field of applicability of the method
is restricted by the long wavelength region of ~ 6.2 Å. The short wavelength boundary
is determined from a condition where the difference of the filter signal magnitudes is
noticeably higher than the amount of noise. One can see from Fig.4 that at short
wavelengths this difference becomes very small even for the filters of the greatest and
the smallest thickness. As a result, the short wavelengths boundary was taken to be of
2.2 Å.

Fig. 4. The calculated wavelength dependence of the radiation reduction factor for the
beryllium filters of 2.6 and 4.8 mm thickness.
The results of the spectrum reconstruction by the minimum-directioned
discrepancy iteration method are represented in Fig.5. As a first approximation, we
considered a Maxwell distribution at Te=240 eV, because the parameters of
inconsistency of the calculated and experimental values of attenuation factors are
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minimal under these conditions. The number of the iterations is 250. A further
increase in the iterations does not lead to a decrease in the inconsistencies.

Fig. 5. The X-ray radiation spectrum reconstructed from the attenuation curve in the
range of 2.2÷6.2Å (1) and the spectra corresponding to the Maxwell distribution at
Te=150 eV (2), 180 eV(3), and 240 eV(4).
One can see from Fig.5 that the reconstructed spectrum in the range of 2.2÷2.8
Å is close to the maxwellian one corresponding to Te=150 eV. To compare, we have
also represented the maxwellian spectra corresponding to Te=180 eV (achieved at
relative intensities of dielectronic satellites and the resonant line of MgXI ion) and to
Te=240 eV (the parameters of inconsistency of the calculated attenuation factor with
the experimental data are the smallest).
4. Conclusion
To conclude, let us note the following. By using different methods we obtained that
the electron temperature achieved 150÷240 eV and the electron density defined by the
ratio of intensities of resonant and intercombination lines of the MgXI ion was
~2·1019 сm-3. It means, that the main contribution into the integrated of time and
space picture of radiation is given by cooling plasma at late stages of retraction. Under
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these conditions it is rather difficult to compare the experimental and theoretical
results because neither the local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) model nor the
corona model (CM) could be applied (see Table 2).

Table 2. Fields of applicability of the LTE and CM models
for the ionizing plasma calculated for Te = 200 eV.

Ion
Mg IX
Mg X
Mg XI

Condition for the LTE
applicability
ne>6·1021
ne>1·1022
ne>2·1022

Condition for the CM
applicability
ne<4.7·1017
ne<9·1017
ne<1.6·1018

Data in this table were obtained from the follows equations (see [12,13]):

for CM :

ne < 5.6·108 ·(z+1)6 ·(1.08·102Te1/2)·exp((z+1)2/10Te)

Here ne and Te are the electron concentration and the temperature in сm-3
and eV, respectively, ΔEz-11,2 , the energy of the excited ion level with the charge z-1,
and Ry , the Rydberg constant, in eV.
So, the main contribution into the plasma radiation is made by the magnesium
ions from MgXI (helium-like) to MgIX (beryllium-like) within the range of 30÷80 Å.
The brightest line of Ly α of the hydrogen-like MgXII is weak, which shows that the
amount of MgXII ions is negligible. Within the spectral range of 8.6÷9.1 Å one can
observe the lines that may be due to the transitions in so called hollow ions of
magnesium, i.e. the ions with unfilled inner shells. Moreover, in the hard region of
2÷6 Å the spectrum is quite different from the maxwellian one.
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